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Award-winning architects  
located in Norfolk,  
providing architectural  
services across the UK.
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About Us
Welcome to Agora Architects. We are an award-winning, RIBA  
Chartered architecture practice based in Attleborough, Norfolk.  
Established in 2012, our dedicated team has decades of architectural 
experience, with the skills and knowledge required to provide full  
architectural services on schemes ranging from large scale masterplans 
to bespoke high-quality home extensions.
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Working Together
We work closely with our clients to fully  
understand their brief, project requirements and 
budget constraints to ensure the end-product 
fulfils all their expectations and is not only 
beautiful and functional. Much of our work is 
repeat business and we firmly believe this is due 
to the high-level of client care and successful 
project delivery we provide.

Agora Architects is an award winning, RIBA 
Chartered architectural practice undertaking 
projects with skill and flair across all sectors and 
at all scales from its Norfolk head office based in 
Attleborough. For over a decade we have  
established a reputation for delivering projects 
of all types and use-classes with skill, design 
flair and excellent client satisfaction. As a 
practice, our ethos has always been to focus 
on our client’s needs. By paying attention to the 
smallest details, we are able to deliver innovative 

OUR DESIGN APPROACH

and exciting designs, that are polished and fit 
for purpose. Our contemporary design solutions 
create beautiful spaces that enhance their user’s 
lives, immediate setting and the wider  
community.

Agora Architects is a multi-sector architectural  
practice undertaking projects from the smallest 
domestic extension or refurbishment through 
to barn conversions, one-off houses and  
multiple-unit developments, restaurants,  
schools, commercial developments, masterplans 
and healthcare facilities including dental  
practices.

We are equally comfortable working with or 
around listed buildings and heritage sites 
and have established a reputation for sensitively 
and harmoniously delivering beautiful  
contemporary designs that juxtapose the new 
with the old, thereby enhancing each other.
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Meet our Division Heads
We consider ourselves fortunate to have such a dynamic team of thinkers, designers, detailers 
and creators. A group of talented people with complimentary skills, experience and strengths.

Together we have developed Agora Architects to what it is today – an architectural practice that 
offers a different and quirky approach, whilst passionately and expertly providing architectural 
solutions for a diverse range of clients – ultimately always providing an unyielding focus on  
delivering on our clients aspirations. 

Marck Funchal
Managing Director

Richard Blurton
Senior Technologist

Sami Loton
Chartered Architect  
& Interior Designer

Oliver Serek
3D Animator & Visual 
Design Artists

Ashley J. Broughton
Chartered Architect

Marian Ayigsi
PART 1 Architectural Assistant



Integrated Service
Whether it’s a large scale project or making a few 
changes to your home, we are here to help you 
get the most out of your grand designs and create 
something special. Here is a quick introduction to 
the services we offer. 

OUR SERVICES

 Measured Surveys 
Measured surveys allow us to create detailed 
plans. This makes it easier for projects to be built 
quickly and efficiently. It also takes into account 
details such as the heights of neighbouring  
buildings, something that can be a factor in  
planning permission. 

 Feasability Studies 
A feasibility study looks at the potential of either 
a site or an existing building. This can look at the 
opportunities in any project (for example  
whether it can be used for residential or  
commercial purposes) as well as any constrains 
(such as any environmental restrictions.)  We will 
look at this information and give you our  
recommendations based on the results of these 
studies. 

 Concept Design 
Concept designs look at the practicality of any 
potential proposed idea. It can involve sketches  
or rough ideas or include design illustrations and 
3D models. This is the point where a client and  
architect learn more about what they want,  
eventually settling on an idea that incorporates 
both the client’s needs and any practical issues  
or restrictions that need to be considered. 

 Interior 3D Visualisations 
3D visualisation uses video and animations to 
create a visual representation of what a final 
design could be. For example, if you are looking 
to redesign an office space you can see how your 
rearranged office interior will look and can tweak 
as necessary to suit your needs.

 Exterior 3D Visualisations 
Exterior 3D visualisations allow you to see  
what the outside of a building will look like. 
Technology has advanced to the point where it is 
possible to create photorealistic detail, making it 
easier to pitch projects and get a clearer idea of 
the finished end product. 

 Planning Drawings & Application 
Planning permission is a big part of securing any 
construction project, whether it is your own home 
or a new business. It is very important to get the 
details right, which is why it helps to have the best 
possible drawings and application to hand. While 
CAD software is freely available, it is better to 
invest in people who have extensive experience in 
using it.

 Planning Agent 
Having an expert consultant to hand can often be 
a big decider when it comes to securing planning 
permission. Furthermore, during the initial phase 
before the application it can also help when  
discussing your ideas with neighbours, as their 
expert opinion can provide reassurance.
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 Building Control Drawings 
Building control drawings are an important part of 
any application. These are specifically drawn  
to indicate how a building adheres to local  
building regulations, something that is a massive 
factor when deciding what construction projects 
to approve.

 Building Control Application 
A building control application is important to 
prevent so-called “cowboy builders” from cutting 
corners and not adhering to safety guidelines. 
From an architectural point of view, this is about 
checking on issues such as ventilation, accessibility 
and structural issues.

 Health & Safety Assessments Under CDM 2015 
The Construction (Design & Management)  
Regulations (aka CDM 2015) were put in place to 
make sure that any construction projects adhere 
to health and safety regulations. As a designer, it 
is part of an architect’s role to check the client is 
aware of any potential risks and that measures are 
put in place to make construction projects as safe 
as possible.

 Party Wall Advice 
The Party Wall Act of 1996 was created in order to 
prevent disputes between neighbours. It refers to  
a wall standing on the land of two owners or a 
wall on the land of one owner that results in a 
split between the buildings of two owners. 

Legally, you need to inform a neighbour of any 
works and we can provide advice on how it go 
about this process as carefully as possible in order 
to minimise disruption and allow projects to  
continue without delay.

 Tender Packages 
A tender package is a breakdown of the costs  
involved with a construction project, as well as  
additional information such as on-site waste  
management. Using the services of an architect 
will allow you to create a tender package that  
covers all the required information for a  
construction project.

 Contract Administration 
A contract administrator is responsible for a  
number of duties in relation to a construction 
project, ranging from processing tender packages, 
reporting any defects and issuing the final  
certificate when the project is completed. While  
it is possible to use an outside consultant, having  
a project architect overseeing the contract  
administration can ensure you have someone  
supervising the construction who were involved  
in the initial design phase.
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OUR PORTFOLIO Contemporary, Innovative, unique!

Our Bowesfield development in Great Ellingham Norfolk is 
utterly unique, shattering the mould of traditional housing  
developments, by bringing high-level contemporary architecture. 
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Location: Norfolk

Project Lead: Ashley J. Broughton

Category: Residential

CASE STUDY: GREAT ELLINGHAM /  
ALL SAINTS

Consisting of 12 different house types, the 
Bowesfield scheme promotes diversity, with 
units ranging from 2-bedroom starter  
homes, through to 5 bedrooms one-off 
houses all within one street.

To ensure that the 2 bedroom units don’t 
become alienated when seen in context 
next to the larger units, these units have 
been carefully designed so that from a  
distance the 2 & 3 bedroom units read as 
one mass, which is similar in scale to the  
5 bedroom units. The result is a street  
scene of truly diverse house types which 
architecturally complement each other.

Unlikely traditional housing schemes, our 
Bowesfield scheme has been designed with 
an ‘open feel’ from the start, with 3 large 
open public fields, large open frontages 
all supported by a contemporary planting 
scheme with dozens of newly planted trees 
and hundreds of newly planted bushes & 
plants.

The scheme also benefits from a unique 
characteristic, which is its milky way class 

night sky. The village of Great Ellingham has  
minimal light pollution and as such during the 
night-time, local residents can be taken in aura  
of the breath-taking views.

Adjacent to our Bowesfield scheme is the  
Great Ellingham observatory, so to preserve this 
night-time wonder we have carefully designed 
the external lighting systems to be incorporated 
within the architecture at the initial concept stage. 
This ensures that all lighting is downward facing, 
time-controlled & motion sensor activated so that 
the Bowesfield scheme emits almost no  
light pollution.
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Drayton View
A collection of 12 ultra-contemporary structures 
set within the gorgeous natural landscaping of 
South Drayton with breath-taking views out over  
protected green land & the river Wensum.

These mixed-use units are utterly unique, with 
an interesting story & project brief. For the first 
10 years of these architectural marvels’ lives, 11 of 
these structures will operate as care facilities for 
patients with early-onset dementia, with the 12th 
unit operating as a management centre with  
hydrotherapy facilities. Upon the completion of 
this initial 10-year period, these units will be  
refurbished for continued use or converted into 

private 4-bedroom family homes at a discounted 
price.

Our client’s aim is to uplift the standards of  
architectural design within care facilities’ realm by 
forming structures with multiple use options, thus 
allowing a greater level of risk to be explored in 
terms of architectural design.

The conclusion of this ethos is a design which  
plays with its natural environment, utilising the 
topography of the site & its picturesque views to 
form framed cantilevers which project out over 
the landscape. This combined with its rooftop sun 
decks, green roofs and integrated planting schemes 

means that over 50% of the structure-built  
footprint is recovered as usable amenity space, 
thus offsetting the projects ecological &  
environmental impact. To further reduce any 
impact, these structures are partially submerged 
within their landscape, utilising the earth’s natural 
insulating properties to drastically improve the 
structures’ energy performance whilst also reducing 
the visual impact upon the natural environment. 
By utilising earthy tones such as reds, browns and 
oranges combined with white render at a low level, 
these structures naturally camouflage themselves 
during the autumn & winter months when their  
natural dense tree line shielding loses its leaves.

OUR PORTFOLIO
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Unit Type: Mixed Use/Residential

Gross Internal Area Per Unit: 230-250m²

Location: Drayton, Norfolk

Architects: Agora Architects

Project Lead: Ashley J. Broughton

CASE STUDY: DRAYTON VIEW



A beautiful and spacious 3-bedroom new build home set 
within the gorgeous Norfolk countryside. Given the site’s 
countryside location, as Architects we are faced with the 
challenge of how we develop a new build structure,  
which is unashamedly contemporary without alienating  
its surroundings. With that in mind, Deer View explores 
what the result would be if we formed two traditional 
Norfolk barns and then merged and converted them into  
a single dwelling. This has now been granted full planning  
permission and is now under construction. 

Location: Norfolk

Gross Internal Area: 320m²

Project Lead: Ashley J. Broughton

Senior Technologist: Barry Hill

Category: Residential

CASE STUDY: DEER VIEW

OUR PORTFOLIO
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Renovate, extend and create a new look for 
your home. Surprisingly changing the structure 
of your home is not always as expensive as 
you’d image and our team of friendly architects 
will help guide you through the journey, always 
ensuring that your core needs are understood 
and prioritised.

By grasping a good understanding of your  
requirements, we will be able to make your new 
space practical, creative and reflective of your  
personality. Agora Home is a division of Agora 
Architects Ltd, focusing primarily on residential 
projects.

What sets us apart, is a true desire to establish 
a collaborative working relationship with each 
client, by understanding their needs, lifestyles 
and the outcomes they desire from their  
project.

OUR DIVISIONS

Our team endeavours to ensure that the  
proposed design, layout and materials for each 
client are presented utilising our inhouse  
visualisation package to demonstrate their  
ability to create designs that inspire and  
connect with our client’s brief.

Virtual reality headsets are often used to  
facilitate an immersive walkthrough experience 
of proposed spaces, to demonstrate how  
innovative and clever design can changs the 
way spaces are utilised and transform the  
ordinary into something truely unique.
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Two storey rear extension and internal alterations.

Architectural services supplied: 
• Measured survey 
• Concept design 
• 3D visualisations 
• Obtained planning approval from South Norfolk Planning  
 Department

Location: Little Melton, Norfolk

Project Year(s): 2019-2020

Client: Private Client

Project Lead: Sami Loton

Category: Residential

Note: Approval planning differed slightly from visual concept design

CASE STUDY: BRAYMEADOW LANE

Two storey contemporary extension and internal alterations.

Architectural services supplied: 
• Measured survey 
• Concept design 
• 3D visualisations 
• Obtained planning approval from South Norfolk Planning  
 Department

Location: Morley St Botolph, Wymondham, Norfolk

Project Year(s): 2019-2020

Client: Private Client

Project Lead: Sami Loton

Developer: Self Build

Category: Residential

CASE STUDY: SILVA COTTAGE
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Brand Guidelines.
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Suva House, Queen’s Square, Attleborough, NR17 2AE

01953 456722


